Time Travelling Leader:

Managing
Performance &
Information Overload
He already thought that the things are
getting better, but again, he stumbles
on a new leadership challenge. Read
his story and and help him!

The Situation
The Time Travelling Leader was looking
worriedly at a reminder from HR in his
mailbox - it’s time for the mid-year
performance appraisal.
“That damn appraisal,” he growled to himself. He still remembered when
the system was introduced at his former company in the 90s… The
awkward moments in the evaluation conversation, the plenty of
administration…. All this completely useless. The whole review landed at
the bottom of a drawer and was forgotten until the next time.
“I wonder if the situation has changed since then,” he though. If he
wanted to be honest with himself, he had no idea how or what to
evaluate now, that his team members were away. In the past, when
everyone was in one place, the situation was simpler. He saw who was in
the office, what time they arrived and left, what they were doing, how
many breaks they took… but now he couldn't oversee it at all.
His team as a whole was doing quite all right. Of course, it could always
be better, but considering the circumstances, it was OK. At least for now.
Deep down in his heart, however, he knew that by the end of the year,
he and the team were expected to perform better.
At the individual level, however, he was more uncertain about how he
would judge his colleagues’ performance. He didn’t see them. He didn’t
know how much or how hard they really worked.
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He began to think about his colleagues one by one.
John, an experienced professional whose performance is as volatile as his
mood. A brilliant mind, who tends to send emails in impossible times at
night, then is half asleep with no added value at meetings during the day.
He often seems bored and - as he claimed once - he doesn’t find any
challenges in his work any more.
Then there was Claire - an easygoing and talkative person, who always
cheers everyone up at meetings. She is hardworking, but seems to be
incapable of organizing and planning her tasks. She claims she is
overloaded, but - Tom thought - the problem rather lies with the lack of
prioritization of her work.
Mary, a newcomer in the team. Tom hasn’t even met her in person. She
was very enthusiastic and positive at the beginning, but by now, her
proactivity seemed to have waned. She often complains that she doesn’t
understand her role in the team and is uncertain about what is expected
of her.
...and then there is Parker… the trouble-maker on duty. Nothing seems to
be good enough for him. He has leadership ambitions, but currently there
is no opportunity for promotion.
All of these were, of course, mere conjectures. He was definitely lacking
many pieces of the information puzzle.
“Information...” he sighed. On the one hand he was amazed by the variety
of communication channels available in 2021. Besides the ad-hoc
meetings, sometimes he communicated with his team members in
WhatsApp. Or in email. Or in both. Or – accidentally – nowhere. Sometimes
he didn’t even remember which message he sent where, or…. if he sent it
at all.
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Worst of all, Tom didn’t know how much his team members were
communicating with each other, or if they communicate at all. His
stomach twitched at the thought that in this communication noise, a lot
of important information is probably lost.
He quickly dismissed these disturbing thoughts and returned to
performance appraisal.
He remembered a conversation with a colleague from HR when he
arrived, and a document about KPIs… Even then he wasn't sure if they
were still relevant, but he didn't want to question them. Maybe it is high
time to do so...
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The Assignment
To help the Time Travelling Leader, approach his case through the
questions on the following page. You can do this individually or hold a
group learning session to pull the resources together.
If you document your solution, go to the Time Traveller Page and upload
the solution PDF or send it to info@develor.com. DEVELOR will collect all
solutions and supply them to the Time Travelling Leader to help him cope
with the situation. As a thank you, you will receive all collected solutions
and recommendations from DEVELOR trainers.
Thank you!
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Consider the above situation and help the Time Traveller to overcome
the issues he faces by answering the following questions:

1.

1

Assess the situation in the team: what are the BURNING ISSUES to
be solved?

Enter your answer into this field

2.

2

What UNDERLYING ROOT CAUSES can you identify behind the
problems? Focus on real root causes behind the symptoms
detected. (Root cause is the fundamental reason for the

occurrence
problem.)
Enter your
answer into of
thisafield

3.

3

What 3 MOST IMPACTFUL STEPS would you recommend the leader
to take?

Enter your answer into this field
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41.

What 3 MOST IMPORTANT COMPETENCIES do you think the leader
should use to overcome the current challenges?

Enter your answer into this field

2.

5

If you were in a similar situation WHAT COMPETENCIES OF YOURS
would you need to develop or what support would you need?

Enter your answer into this field
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Case Study Assignment for HR Professionals | Pg 1/2.
Consider the situation and answer the following questions to help the
Time Travelling Leader from your HR role to overcome the issues he faces

1.

1

Assess the situation in the team: what are the BURNING ISSUES to
be solved?

Enter your answer into this field

2.

2

What UNDERLYING ROOT CAUSES can you identify behind the
problems? Focus on real root causes behind the symptoms
detected. (Root cause is the fundamental reason for the

occurrence
problem.)
Enter your
answer into of
thisafield

3.

3

What 3 MOST IMPACTFUL STEPS would you recommend the leader
to take?

Enter your answer into this field
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Case Study Assignment for HR Professionals | Pg 2/2.

41.

What 3 MOST IMPORTANT COMPETENCIES do you think the leader
should use to overcome the current challenges?

Enter your answer into this field

5

As an HR representative, what immediate support would you
provide to the leader in the current situation?

Enter your answer into this field
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Learn More.
Train Better.
Keep Growing.
Join the international
community for the
upcoming events.
Follow us on LinkedIn
and Facebook.

Contact us
and help
your teams
succeed!
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